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The history of race relatione in South Africa is closely interwoven 

! ;  bV3 of its economic development, Policies have so often been

rZ , ne' l ^  e?onomic considerations offering quick and easy returns,

' ,‘Jj ^nuf i1: difficult to believe that saner counsels will yet prevail
1  , short-range exploitation will be replaced by long-range planning

l f ; ° 'L 2 0nCern^ itself not merely with the immediate present but also with 
ui>e exfects of present decisions in the more remote future.

Outstanding among the ill-conceived measures of this type and comparabi 

'r_ fRV1“ onlfn. for the further course of South African history was the 
. omentoua decisionto make the early colonists dependent upon the manual 

0 - a subordinate raco and to import great numbers of slaves, when 

th aboriginals of the Cape were reluctant to enter their service. The fact 

Z t  * !  ®arly days no one could visualise Southern Africa us the 
permanent national home of the offspring of the first settlers, can be 

acceptea as anexonerating circumstance. No such excuse can be offered

5 °  SUgar industry of Natal V  means of imported Indian 
laoour in 1860 because by that time it had become abundantly clear that

+Vi~°4 ,uropeans xn the interior of the country had severed connections with

< h^ eJ;and5<and were no longer a community of colonists. Prospects

gai V ! T e however allowed to outweigh the serious implications, 
ior European and Native alike, of introducing a further foreign element 
into multiracial South Africa.

0BSQnti* 1 difference between the development of a colony where, 
y or wrongly, the exploitation of natural resources and the indigenous 

manpower has always been regarded as legitimate, and the f..jvelopmont of

f  ’ r 8 consistently ignored in these and many'oiter ways,

communitv^-f1*  ̂ its residence is of a temporary nature a dominating
1°,, J  * I ^ io n is t s  can always withdraw when domination has come to the 
end of its tether but in South Africa where the white man has come to 

sta. for be.ter or for worse there is no such easy escape. H 3 has to 

lace the icsuas and if  he would retain national security for his own

S S i t w 1 ? rn U  by makinS Just provision for the native and coloured 

class of men ° m 0801101 With iraPunity regard as a permanently subordinate

8h°Uld be made in a statesmanlike way and that a 
s Id be determined and carried out courageously has been

r u H i 9r 0 M  " ll' * ors f ° r “ » *  Ihe freal. L j o r U y  of
f»-nV 8 i w e > however, always preferred to put off the evil day

u S ™ i r i ? r retU!uriSnt0 understan<i that the successive postponements made the 

m«n?f I  ,  3 ^ rdia?  Knot more d ifficult . In r e ^ r d t o  racial
have thus far been acting from a mental fog, a fog f r o m  which 

" nov’’ ecierSe lest it should completely envelop the destiny of our country.

l r w I hV 0iUti0°  WhiCh was first offercd> and even accepted though in an 
indeterminate and negative way under the name of segregation, with its

u\?x dlxi 0rentiation, is now offered once more under the name of

“  separation is the English equivalent employed V  the late

b"vorfi'S°'r ‘l0Sri1Tt' ‘ 5® Price to be paid for separation has however increased 
T’r f ^ i o n a n d  is increasing progressively. That this, nevertheless,

" 1 V'9 so-i-utxonj provided the task is undertaken in on honest

air., constructive spirit, is the theme of ray address. Alternative measures 

are frequently advocated. Two of these, parallelism and assimilation will 

J '  ,£ you to-morrow and it will be for you to mako up your 
-rub whether mey  offer a just, acceptable and practical way of puttin* 

r a.use xn or^er. I cannot, of course, escape touch tns’lon the two



policies indicated by the above terms in the course of my lecture, for 

the simple reason that they too have to some extent already been translated 

intp practice just like thepolicy of segregation, and in an equally 

inconsistent and haphazard manner, but it will become apparent to you that 

I cannot accept them as genuine alternatives.

Let us approach our problem by considering the structure of human 

communities. If  we measure a sufficiently large chance selection of 

individuals belonging to any one of the peoples of Western Europe, using 

as criteria physical traits such as pigmentation of skin and 

hair texture on the one hand and mental ability on the other, the results 

of our measurements plotted as graphs will give us normal curves tapering 

symmetrically towards both extremities; in the case of colour from fair 

to very fair and dark respectively and in the case of mental ability from 

average intelligence to very low and very high intelligence. By further 

comparison of our data we will be able to establish the complete absence 

of any positive correlation between intelligence on the one hand and any 

particular physical trait on the other.

I f  we proceeded to examine the same representative sample in regard 

to achievement in the intellectual and economic fields , the graphic 

presentation of our results would assume the form of a pyramid tapering 

sharply to the point of outstanding achievement. Scrutiny of our data 

in detail would show a high degree of correlation between the high 

intelligence extremity of our mental ability curve and the poak of our 

pyramid while it would show that the bulk of 1\he low intelligence group 

had been absorbed into the base of the achievement pyramid together with 
the low mediocre group.

Translated into terms of practical life this means that within a 

homogeneous population the great majority of people will find their proper 

place in the social and economic structure of the country, normally that 

intelligence, personality and initiative rise to the top but that even 

for the poorly endowed class there is always a useful and necessary occupation.

It is true enough as Grey has expressed it in his elegy that "Pull 

many a flower is born to blush unseen and waste its sweetness on the 

desert a ir " , but one can safely assume that with the proverbially low 

birth-rate at the upper end of the social pyramid there is constant 

readjustment and that the proper functioning of any community actually 

depends on its reserve of potential achievement latent in the lower strata 

which will serve to reinforce the intellectual aristocracy from generation 
to generation.

This means that in the type of society that we are considering John 

citizen can under normal circumstances lead the type of life  which appeals 

to him and to participation in which he is entitled by reason of his 

natural talents. Should he believe, as many of us are inclined to do, 

that he is getting rather less than his fair  share of the good things of 

life,- he still has the consoling expectation that his children may achieve 
that which he was denied.

This simple and straightforward scheme is not for South Africa with 

its multiracial population. The situation here is of such complexity that 

I am not going to attempt to deal with all the separate racial units but 

will instead deal with the relations existing between white and black only.

Pigmentation statistics of the European and Native population of 

South Africa when reduced to graphical form show two distinct non-inter

secting curves. If  the corresponding mental ability distribution curves 

were as completely separate as the pigmentation curves, the problem which 

we are now discussing would not arise. In fact wo would then be justified 

in forming one single socio-economic unit with the Europeans as compact 

upper stratum of the pyramid structure, resting on the broad base of a 

completely subordinate native population. This, in other words, would 

mean the full justification of the principle of the horizontal colour bar, 

provided that the domination cxercised were of a humane character.
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Actually the mental ability curves are by no means distinct. The 

psychologists who have carried out and interpreted the results of 

Intelligence^ tests are not agreed as to the extent of overlapping, but their 

controversy in regard to either partial or almost complete overlapping is 

"°+ 01jr Problem. All that concerns us here in the well-
establiaaed phenomenon of very considerable overlapping.

^What was already clear to a ll  careful observers of native life  and 

development is therefore fully corroborated by scientific investigation.

The commonplace assertion that natives will require centuries of contact 

^ tL  T  CiTlltlsation before attaining intellectual parity with 
« .  - -ans ls sc cntifically untenable and furthermore disproved by success- 

'X -CI S ? f  number individuals. Another common argument that 
native inferiority is proved by the failure of the Bantu to emerge from

to ^ 0Wn unaided efforts would have applied with equal force
o he Western peoples of 2 ,000 years ago and must therefore also be

th! S?Uf i0US* Nevertheless racial policy in South Africa has in

? aet®rmined V  the view that the native should continue to 
lo™er subordinate stratum of a European-centred society, some 

n mi! a 3 °Wf«g for the escape beyond the horizontal colour bar of 

mieht°finfl ° „gl^ ® n i^ dividuals others suggesting that such men and women

for the exerois° ° f thoir tnionts in the 

. _ ntll^ 0prese^  position representing the achievement of more than a
practical experimentation in Native Policy reflects little ■ c< i

racial ! l ! t r i ^ ty. t0 eVolve a constructive programme for a multi-.

do i f t n  ^  ° tS are comm&n knowledge and therefore all we need
ao is to examine the salient points.

labour*1 f ; ? ld th® EuroPean is completely dependent on native
a c t i v H P m  domestic requirements, his agricultural and mining 

of h i- lv st™ is  seco:ndary industries, and for the construction and upkeep

summarised in X  tP“ 8P°*J and communications. The position is neatly P 
j the attractive saying that native manpower is the protest

The European,T h erefo re , has' a h u n S n T ^ i T —

I T 2 l ne&Sy the future, and while his immediate concern appears to

no doubt8 IVt h i S Stthtf tvi0r\ 0f labour between town and country there is 
bv thp k-ri 1,1 ; lu e 16 raentally and often even morally troubled
by the knowledge that his whole economy is not self-supporting but rests

9ntirel?ri S rT S fo^ ndation of a system of domination, which may not be 
PP^°Priatc to-day but will become progressively so in the

i S L e “ cerl  r r h “  ,U  defeaU  itB westernisinginiluence which it exercises on the natives.

m nio+^e+nat^ e arJis t ’ Sekoto, recently exhibited a painting which 
. J, a U ,B in a striking manner the decadence of the ruling class inherent

s t r a ^ r ^ f  d0E1̂ tl0ri* HiS ' Symph0^  of l a W  a o f
abov^their h - n d /°U h ’ fu Phalanx of muscular vigour, the pickaxes raised 

their heads in rhythmic movement, ready to strike. Into this

f S e SofethCT  ° f bU°yant life  and Vig0Ur he has introduced the slouching 
i ^ h i s  v L l . t  overseer’ Pipe in mouth and hands firmly embedded

illustration of f *  tw ned  into a P o ^ t  shame-provokingu-.xuaxration of the workings of domination.

c a n n o t ^ a v ^ t h f  *\ealistically ~ whether purposefully or not I
. V  deSeneration of the white man, whose rightful place in 

^ ' “ 3 °  structure of his society has W  usurped 4  the n S “ ’ . a e r .

S  Jhefr S t a r a  08 V  lnCtaa* *  class’ of por son, iho
t tneii natural endowment, are predestined to live by the work of thoir
hanas and who cannot make good in any other way. ThepreleJt

iur°f? !aa immunity offers no scope fo r ^ h is  section ^  the people 

/ » « 3 t i w  l !  ^  lndi sPenBable element in any homogeneous community. *

s a t

° 7  ;  i ir "
the disease which is sapping its strength. 0r f “ r* *° 4U « no ,»



to t h e i r ^ l f a M ] I H . f 1* ? ! ’  “ e flnd n0 corresponding reticence In regard 

the proJee i o ^  ; M , f er  U  '10tMnS to" l l l » ‘ i ”«  in demanding access te 
general Tha^no n ft i  f occupations and to higher forms of l i t ,  in

fe m o n ^a te ^  ^ d  thot-Jevanc^s oef ° S 0er^ UOB  f0r ls « • * *
It may b- that th^^P t  natives are therefore fraely discussed.
d i s c o u n t i n g  T t  erievances are often exaggerated but even after 
discounting overstatements they remain genuine enough.

which^our Present l i l t * '10* 1° f es6ribe ln W  detail the manifold ways in 
irksome to thP ystem of domination tempered with trusteeship has proved

This S o u r d f  % C? r Unlty and iB d o m i n g  evor more ir r it a t in g / 

pamphlets p u b l is h e d V ^ h P  ° ov?f®d in various periodicals, in articles and 
of books d l a l i n f i  f w ^ ?  Institute of Race Relations and in a number 

state that S  ^  Pr^ lem ° f It  will suffice to

severely curtailed that M 8  freedom of movement and action
his progress in the 1 ^ e f f o r t s  to rise to a higher level he finds 

V  the whiteman t L  ° B° Clal a M  the P ° l « i « H  field  barred
He finds to h is ’diRm f permanent superiority by virtue of his colour,

the cause of L u ^  n f  of the Europeans who appear to champion

with the native and that t h e v ^ 017 ^  reSent close cont“ ct and familiarity
d that they are not prepared to go beyond distant friendship.

and during o t t u l  ° f  Native Education in this Province
expansionnf ?• ° fflC0 1 had occasion to observe the very rapid

of attainment. F r o ^ v e a / t n ^ 088 £nd alS° a falr imProvenent of the standard 
the fact that*tho Rrh n  ^ f ar however, I became more acutely aware of 

of r e a f l i f f  " S ° ffr ? d 1,as al™ roed the constructive-aims
teachers only S “ * ? " f l o a t i n g  in the training of teachers and

p re d a t io n  ftr f f u l l  l « r n ° " orl”«  ‘ he °pium »f literacy instead of ■
I felt and I still feel t-h + ^ something bound to defeat its deeper purpoae. 
he fettered but o r a t io n  to be wrothy of its name w  nit

capacity in each and every d i r e c t i o l ? ^ i f f r o T 1011̂  to ‘ holr “Ptim™ 
not be attained exce-nt w*+v,7„eclloli:  . ^ ie freedom of education can however 
within our P /  S n. a self“ sufficient community. Operating

a wotthy coal* J? 60 NatlJ e Education lacks the inspiration offered 

in a subordinate society^eSBar ir r00alnfi *  f ° r”  0f P-pSration for life

to i f tPan8lon ° f secondary industries in South Africa has led

system In  fc U v e  M d  la » ” o economic

S « r :  tw s  : ^ h o 1 s ”?aiTr  to8 m0Te,d t0 nnd 18 “d o p i n g  the urban 
of the established Indict in excess of the actual labour'requirements 
has iipon " ° industries. Major disturbances have occurred there

S S  L n~ nr , r e,o f °rl“  ond *»o urban author!ties tove 
fc v e r Z m t  C o l ? * ?  ^  situation. What arc the findings of the

recommond? Xt̂  Bays°in&effectBd *>» *> •“ *»».• * > «  «
as the Europeans did durtnTihe T  T  ^  °  th°  toWns Just
natives cannot h«= n w v j  ! f  decades; urbanisation of the

as they are Th^ nn<*if a w° have to nake the best of circumstances

nativo v n U ™  n f !  !  Can Gased ty providing housing in extensive

of self-government ? ?ul'oI’ean ‘ O '"18 nnd hy Introducing a measure

s r s r r a y s  to *  -

ana .-n-n thcn: thls report recoirraends continuation of the presort trends

S o p : 1 o z  r s r  n X c f  i f s  * i u *  *? r idc “ •
it contains natives in the document is undeniably most sympathetic,

witS S e  asm irlti^s o f  «•>»<* oan in no way be reconciled
“ ean by o u o U n f  S h  .  P°Pulo ‘ i™ . “hot does the Commission
“ ,aJ J? quoting with approval these words of one of the witnesses- "We

t ^ l s  o V d o e r ^ ^  ^ S :  f 6d UB" 7 D° eS 14 mean that «  2 S  ^ »  -
tu_v an at we need thGra as servants and labourers and that"

ar o r /± tiesiraoie or not the economic structure

o f /-- 5



I * * ? *  f IriCa is based on the one hand, on European initiative, organisation 
«-nd technical skill, on the other hand no less on the availability of

native labourers.'' Is this not merely a euphemistic restatement 
tne familiar slogan "white man's brain and black man's brawn1'?

i I. The- Commissioners in another passage display a surprising and unreal
istic lack of faith in the practical ability of the Bantu They cannot 

envisage ai iva indastry in a native area as a going concern without 

permanent supervision and control'of Europeans. To put the matter boldly, 

the Commissioners are of opinion that the present system with its technique

o domination and all its concomitant bitterness and frustration is bound 
to continue,

I have singled out this report for special comment because of two

because it appears to express the views of that influential 
section of the people which, while well disposed towards the natives, 

regards them primarily as an indispensable, cog in our industrial system 

because the report has been hailed by liberal opinion in

1 . r*ca f s a raost significant document and as a timely and conclusive 
reply to the arrant nonsense of separation*.

This response on the part of the liberalists comes as a surprise. I 

an hardly imagine that the significance of the statements quoted by me 

cou d have escaped them. One wonders whether in their zeal to oppose 

the idea of separation at all costs they allowed themselves to be trapped 

into expressing approval of principles which smack very strongly of the 

nomination complex. In this they were certainly not true to the lead 

given jy the late Professor HoernlA in his admirable book on: "South African 

a ive Policy and the Liberal Spirit" where after careful consideration of

S  fv11?  a5V0?ated he BQye: "Total Separation into distinct White 
,,  areas of liberty* must be considered a genuine liberal ideal,

- xt means that breaking-up of the present caste-society which as a whole 

an never be a free society, or a society of free men, seeing that it

mak.s the liberties necessary for a "good life " the exclusive privilege 

of the dominant caste". And in his concluding chapter he re-asserts:

Speaking solely for myself, I suggest that, from this point of view,

[ namely that this policy might find favour with the white groups genuinely 

concerned for the welfare of the non-whites), Total Separation"should 

^ l ^ e r a l  s choice. To choose total assimilation is to condemn 
himself to utter impotence in the face of existing race feelings; he

0 the realisation of greater liberty for the non-European
groups if  he acopts Total Assimilation as his professed objective. To 

c oose Parellelism is to choose a policy which will not in practice, 

abolish racial domination: so long as Whites and non-Whites are united in 

the same socio-political structure, the former will not consent to surrender

- e*r dominance. Parallelism will remain domination in disguise." - "For 

he native people of the Union, at any rate, it should be clear that there

is no,escape frpm White domination by way of Parallelism or Assimilation, 
but only by way of Total Separation."

. Professor Hoernli goes on to state that it is totally unrealistic

o oelieve that in practice Separation will be any more realizable than 

its alternatives. H e thinks that the sacrifice demanded of the white 

gm p in power, prestige, and not least of economic advantage and convenience 

T prove to be insuperable obstacles. Other writers have stressed the 
point raised in the Fagan Report namely that the white man would never 

..o either prepared or able to do without native labour. Senator Brookes 

has time and again emphasised the futility  of giving serious thought to 

a pox cy ? ;otal separation, when it was perfectly obvious that even 

" ° f , th!  further areas earmarked for native occupation by tho
aw of x^36 would hardly alleviate the present congestion in Native Areas, 

enu when nobooy would agree to release further tracts of land. The consen- 

iniof  nnmg  the critics of Separation appears to be that it is 
definitely not realizable and that the advocates of the policy merely 

use the term as a convenient smoke screen behind which domination can 

freely continue. In  view of the negative spirit in which tho old 

segregation policy was undertaken this interpretation is not unwarranted.

Cue must however clearly differentiate between the intrinsic value of a 

concept and its translation into practice. My aim in this lecture is to

show /.. . .  6
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show that Separation is not an unattainable ideal and that the sacrifice 

involved for both white and non-white is not too high a price to pay for 

deliverance irora the evils of a caste society with its present bitter 

enmity which may one day lead to the destruction of many things that we 
hold dear.

In order to clear the ground for our discussion of the constructive 

policy envisaged, I must first expose the fallacies usually enunciated 

in axiomatic form to discredit the policy of separation.

In assessing the extent of land which the natives require it is 

generally assumed that every able-bodied native should be a farmer. This, 

of course, is ridiculous. In a self-sufficient and progressive society 

only a certain percentage of the people can be farmers, the rest find 

a living in other occupations. No one would dream of thinking that all 

the Jewish immigrants entering the new state of Israel should continue 

to live in their new home the old city lives to which they were accustomed 

n the various countries from which they have come. We must therefore 
get away from the idea that all natives must be peasants.

That secondary industries should all be centralised and located 

n or near European towns and that the native manpower should be moved

o suit the convenience of white capitalists is another entirely unwarranted 

asoump ion. There appears to be no reason whatsoever why nany industries 

should not be decentralised and brought near to the source of labour. It 

may ne argued that communication, w.ater - and power-supply are not 

available except in  established towns. But I would point out that the

* +Vv 4?TfaS have not yet teen ProPerly surveyed in  regard to their 
su tability for industrial concerns and I venture to say that the cost

o providing water, power and lines of transport might in  many cases 

prove less expensive to the state than the establishment of new extensive 

native towns under a sub-economic building-scheme.

It is generally accepted that the whole South African economy depends 

on a p armanent supply of native labour. Now it is obvious that in this 

context the term native is used as synonym of the word cheap. Native 

labour was not considered necessary or even desirable for the sugar 

ndustry of Natal but it had to be cheap labour, which was accordingly 
imported from India.

One must be over-optimistic indeed to think that native labour will 

a ways remain cheap. here are economists even today who consider native 

work anything but cheap when it is measured in terns of productivity and 

when the high cost of housing to State and Municipality is taken into 

account. But there can be no doubt that unless repressive measures are 

employed non-white trade and labour unions will soon demand very much 

ncreased remuneration. The slogan ’ equal pay for equal work1 is already 

well known to and freely used by the natives, and it is therefore merely 

a matter of time before their wages which have already risen considerably 

reach a level which will render further use of the ad.iective cheat) un
necessary.

To build up industries on thebasis of cheap labour is probably an 

excellent initial device, but it is bound to break down in the lon^ run.

As I have pointed out, a permanent supply of cheap labour seems to be out 

of the question in any case, but apart from that, it is very doubtful 

whether the princes of industry outside South Africa will permit the use 

of such labour as soon as our industries reach the competitive stages 

and thus affect their export market adversely. Should this cone to pass, 

suitable economic measures amounting to sanctions could be employed to 

bring Uo to heel, just as in the case of pre-war Japan; or world opinion 

could be mobilised to ban what could conveniently be called semi-slave 
labour in South African industry.

All these minor points are linked up with the major fallacy usually 

expressed in the following way: If  native labour were withdrawn from 

larms, industries and domestic service the whole economy would be dislooated



and the country would tumble to ruin. Now I have never heard anyone 

abk what would happen if the whole of the native population were suddenly 

assimilated or if the whole native society were suddenly organised into 

g-PCio-political units on parallel lines. To ask such a question would 

strike people as absurd because of its sheer impossibility. On the 

other hand the advocates of separation are required to effect separation 

overnight and to confess that they have blundered when they admit that 
this cannot be done without disastrous results.

Our native policy has been criticised by me becuase it obeys the 

dictates of the moment, becuase it has on occasions lent itself to serve 

as handmaiden of industrial enterprise in securing quick returns. Its 

main defect is that it has never yet produced a genuine long-range 

programme. Separation is a distant goal and can only be achieved by 

careful long-range planning, and its gradual realisation need not bring 
about economic dislocation.

Finally I must make mention of another bogey which is used freely 

to enlist the sympathies of the natives themselves against the idea of 

separation. It is said that the clock will be set back, that the natives 

will be forced downwards into a state of savagery and that they will no 

longer be potential heirs to western civilization . Such statements are 

ypical examples of the methods of the anti-separation campaign: a 

counterfeit programme is presented and this is then methodically demolished. 

In  this connection I have to point out once more that separation will be 

a long-drawn out process. Again it is common knowledge that our native 

reserves are in a bad way precisely because the population has been 

allowed to remain so backward in its methods of husbandry. South Africa 

nfford. to allow further deterioration of this land, and of such 
additions to it as may be made from time to time, and the only remedy 

iie3 in education. In the third place many whites who are intensely 

opposed to the assimilation of natives living amongst them will have 

little  objection to their westernisation as separate entities, more 

par icularly as this will then automatically proceed in the more normal 

way of acculturation. It  should be clear that the way for separation 

mus e prepared "by education, in the broad sense of the word*

After disposing of the more common arguments advanced against 

apartheid I must now attempt to describe very briefly its positive 
aspects, as I see them.

The first requirement is that the ultimate goal should be seen 

clearly namely the separation of white and native into separate self- 

sxifficient socio-economic units, a proccss which v/ill be spread over 

many years. The aim once in view both parties will be able to adapt 

tnemselves gradually to the new circumstances envisaged by separation, 

and they will bear with greater equanimity and loss bitterness the many 

hardships which they will certainly meet with in the transition period.

As regards additional land which will be required for native 

occupational do not think that it would serve any useful purpose to 

determine its extent immediately, although I have no doubt that it will 

have to be very much in excess of the 4 million morgen which are still 
to be purchased in terms of tha law of 1936.

The value of land to any society depends on its sustained fertility  

and food-producing capacity, which means, in effect, on its profitable 

occupation. Land which is not profitably occupied means loss of food 

to che society as a whole. For this reason it is of paramount importance 

chat al^. native-occupied land should be so developed as to become an 

asset and^not a liability . At present there are native owned farms in 

the district of Lichtenburg where the fields are still yielding to the 

new class of native peasants the same or even a greater crop than that 

reaped by the previous European owners. Such cases are unfortunately very 

rare; in most of the native areas the soil has deteriorated to an alarming 

extent owing to poor cultivation and overstocking. The point I wish to 

t? T * iS- ls: If a11 native land were as profitably occupied as the 
Lj.chtenourg farms mentioned, there could be, from the economic point of 

■view, no objection to very liberal extension of the native areas.



Profitable occupation is hardly possible unless the land is 

destocked, a class of farmers trained, the surplus population gathered 

into residential villages and the various plots eystematically reclaimed 

and developed. Once this principle of profitable occupation has been 

well established - this would mean intensive training of the chiefs and 

headmen to serve as leaders - throughout the existing native territories 

further purchase of land could be permitted provided such land was 

always adjacent to existing native land. In this wny the present patchy 

semi-circular belt of native land stretching from the Kei to the 

Limpopo could be consolidated into a broad continuous stretch of country, 

divided into convenient sectors for the various ethnic groups.

Provision of land should, in my opinion, be a question for joint 

action of all governments in Southern Africa, and our own Government should, 

in order to attain this end, initiate negotiations with our neighbours. 
Should such negotiations prove successful a cpmprehensive settlement could 

be achieved. But even in the absence of such an understanding with our 

neighbours, I have no doubt that ample provision could still be made 

within the Union itself for a civilised native society which would have 

to prove itself a reliable peasantry in the course of the next few decades.

As indicated already the native country would not retain its present 

rural character but would become partly urbanised with railway lines linking 

up its towns with the existing system. In  the initial stages of rehabili

tation industries, as advocated in the 9th. report of the Planning Council, 

and as already initiated by the Native Affairs Department near Kingwilliams- 

town, would have to be launched with government capital. In  the later 

stages the manpower of the reserves would p r o b a b l y  attract capital in 

the normal way.

The development of native land on the lines indicated would depend 

largely on the introduction of a system of extensive education controlled 

entirely by the government, giving a primary grounding in the essential 

subjects to a ll , giving industrial and agricultural training of an 

advanced nature to many and a high school and university education to the 

particularly gifted. This would have to be supplemented by the simultaneous 

training of adults in various directions to make them useful members of 

society. The scope and standard of education offered would be determined 

by the capacity of the society to produce more wealth. The task of the 

high schools, the vocational schools and the universities would be to 

produce suitable men and women for the staffing of all posts in the social, 

c iv il , administrative and judicial services from which the European incum

bents would gradually be withdrawn.

Local and Regional Government would also naturally be completely in 

native hands after the completion of their educative task by the initially 

appointed European administrators. Discussion of the probable relation 

between the Union Government and the several native councils would lead 

us too far afield . Instead I propose to return from this excursion into 

the realm of speculative planning back into the dark cave of actualities.

Let us consider the probable reaction of the native population to the 

long-range programme which I have placed before you in broad outline.

I have already indicated that the majority of the educated natives is 

all for the integration. This attitude is largely determined by the fact 

that his training has given him a fair command of English and that he would 

like to live in an urban area where this accomplishment can be turned 

to good account. He also fears that he will have to turn native once 

more if ho has to make his home permanently in a Reserve. Even now it 

is not an easy task for the Transvaal Education Department t^ obtain 

the services of well qualified teachers in rural high schools.

There is, however, another side to this picture: the natives living 

in the Protectorates show no inclination to be incorporated in the Union, 

Many of the Basutoland teachers who might secure appointment in Union 

schools, and be placed on a far higher salary scale, prefer to remain 

in their own country far removed from centres of European civilisation.

One of ihe innovations which I introduced in Native Education was the
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existing reserves so that they become functionally self-sufficient units 

offering a form of life  whith u.11 possibilities of full self-realisation, which 

w ill attract the Bantu even more than the lure of the European city,
I have now set out a programme of separation and I have tried to 

deal faithfully with the many difficulties which beset the course of 

apartheid. Will white South Africa be prepared to pay the price? I think 

that if the issues at stake are fully understood and the alternatives are 

placed in the balance, the advantages of separation will outweigh the 

sacrifices demanded.

These are the alternatives as I see them:

The white group can either offer genuine trusteeship, grant additional 

land when ability to occupy profitably is assured, and guide the ward to 

real self-sufficiency and to effective autonomy within the framework of 

the Union, or it can choose to cling frantically to its master-peoplo 

complex, to become embroiled in progressively more inescapable economic, 

social and political entanglements, and ultimately to forfeit its cherished 

superiority and perhaps its racial indentity.

In  our present South African society there are two schools of thought. 

The one, representing the majority of the Europeans, while prepared to 

endorse the main principles I have set out, may shirk the sacrifices demanded. 

These people I wish to remind once more that separation regarded as an 

overnight measure would indeed be intolerable to all concerned but that 

introduced as a 20 year plan it would not entail any real hardship but would 

prove itself a policy of sound investment for white and balck alike. The 

other school seriously thinks that we would do the natives, who appear so 

anxious to adopt western civilisation in toto, an injustice by encouraging 

them to follow a more independent line of development. If  these thinkers 

could be persuaded to examine the whole problem in a detached spirit, it 

would soon become clear to them that they approve of assimilation not in 

general but only in the specific form in which it manifests itself in South 

Africa, In  other words the predilection of the natives for their own 

particular brand of civilisation flatters them; had the natives chosen 

differently they too might have regarded the tendency of assirilation in 

a very different light.

In the light of these sobering thoughts it should be apparent to all 

that the policy aiming at separation is the only aane, unbiased and honest 

policy. It is sane because it recognises the natural and not man-made 

differences existing between European and Native, it is unbiased because 

it advocates civilisation in  general and not the type of civilisation which 

happens to be ones own and it is honest because it is constructive and 

encourages the natives to seek development in a field  where the European 

will naturally drop out as competitor.

Whether we shall be able to come to an agreement as this stage as 

regards the desirability of separation as ultimate goal, I cannot say.

But I wish to state most emphatically that all serious thinkers will support 

the institution of immediate and comprehensive experiments of rehabilitation 

and t r a i n i n g  for self-sufficiency in the oxisting reserves. This is the 

first step in the long-range programme of separation, and if the experiments 

are conducted in a truly helpful spirit and if the natives possess the 

innate capabilities, which I believe they have, it must succeed and open 

up the way for the following steps in this programme of separation and 

self-realisation. The scheme which I have placed before you is of a general 

nature; I have not tried to indicate in detail how the proposed autonomy of 

the native territories will function within the Union of South /fr ic a  because

I feel that it would be premature at this stage to seek a final formula.

It should be clear that this relationship can best be determined when the 

programme envisaged is well under way.

Similarly speculation in regard to the Bantu culture which may in 

this way evolve can serve no useful purpose. One can. however, safely 

assume that its development by way of natural acculturation may preserve 

many of those valuable traits which would disappear in any process of 

assimilation.

In  the short time as my disposal I have not touched upon the Indian 

and the Coloured problem but I firmly believe that, if  the major problem 

of race relations between Black and White admits of satisfactory settlement,
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